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1 INTRODUCTION TO REMEDIES 

1.1 RIGHTS VS REMEDIES 

 REMEDIES AS SECONDARY RIGHTS 

- Remedies presupposes some kinds of rights (rights→ remedies) 

- Remedy is also a right (and a duty in the defendant)  

- Prior to action there was a right to performance (P) and duty to perform (D)  

- Rights of a different kind or class 

o rights giving rise to a cause of action:  primary rights 

o remedial rights:  secondary rights 

 

- Photo Production Ltd v Securicor Transport Ltd: 

o Lord Diplock:  generally, a failure to perform a primary obligation in a contract automatically gives 

rise to a secondary obligation to pay damages by operation of law, but the parties have the power to 

limit or exclude that secondary obligation 

 

 

2 RESTITUTIONARY REMEDIES 

- Strip gains 

- Personal (in personam) - attach to the person  

o Gain-based awards for wrongs  

▪ AOP (disgorgement)  

▪ RFA (restitutionary damages)  

o Restitution for unjust enrichment  

o Restitution for rescission  

- Proprietary (in rem) - Attach to the property  

o Proprietary remedies  

2.1 GAIN BASED AWARDS FOR WRONGS 

 INTRODUCTION 

2.1.1.1 TWO REMEDIES AVAILABLE UNDER GAIN-BASED AWARDS FOR WRONGS: (EDELMAN) 

- AOP (disgorgement)  

o Strips away profits made from a wrong by D against P 

- RFA (restitutionary damages)  

o Reverses a wrongful transfer from P to D (restores wealth – gives back to P)  

o eg- I wrongly take your car and use it for the day, that saves me $ of bus fare, that is a gain to me, I 

must give back to you my gain 

 

2.1.1.2 DISTINCTION – RESTITUTION, DISGORGEMENT AND GAIN-BASED REMEDIES: 

- Restitutionary Remedy: 

o Restitution arises where the D makes a gain at the P’s expense  

▪ Reverses the transfer of value – corrective in nature  

▪ No requirement that the P has lost anything 
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▪ Therefore, restitutionary remedies seek to strip away the defendant’s gain 

o Restitution responds to wrongs and ‘not-wrongs’ (i.e. unjust enrichment)  

▪ Whereas compensatory remedies only respond to wrongs  

- Disgorgement: 

o Disgorgement looks to the gain made by the D as a result of a breach of duty 

o Nature: 

▪ The D must give up the gain made, so that the D is in the same position as if the duty was never 

breached 

▪ No necessity that the P has lost anything (Boardman), D MUST make a gain  

▪ Usually awarded as a monetary sum  

o Rationale: 

▪ Deterrence – by stripping the D of profit made, the incentive for future breach is removed (Dart) 

- Gain-Based Remedy: 

o The remedy operates to strip away a profit from the D  

o In AU, it is available in the form of an AOP for breaches of equitable obligations (i.e. FD)  

▪ But subject to allowances and bars to relief  

o Controversial: 

▪ When awarded for CL causes of action like contract and tort.  

• Generally, not awarded here because it has been suggested that they are not restitutionary but 

rather compensatory (but assume that they are restitutionary)  

▪ Australian courts are less willing to award AOP for CL breaches.  

o The primary difference between restitutionary damages and an AOP is that the former is a common law 

remedy and hence available as of right, whereas the latter is an equitable remedy and hence discretionary 

 WHEN ARE GAIN-BASED AWARDS FOR WRONGS AVAILABLE? 

2.1.2.1 EQUITY 

2.1.2.1.1 Breach of FD 

- AOP (Warman International Ltd v Dwyer)  

2.1.2.1.2 Breach of confidence 

- (1) AOP 

o AG v Guardian Newspapers [1990] 

▪ Facts- Sunday Times had published extracts from books Memoirs of Peter Wright- published in breach 
of confidence owing to the government 

▪ HOL- AOP is available for breach of confidence 

• Remedy would serve deterrence 

• AOP was alternative to compensatory to Lord Cairns  

• No one should gain from their wrong  

- (2) Reasonable fee award 

o Vercoe v Rutland Fund Management Ltd [2010]  

▪ HC - remedy was restitutionary remedy not AOP 
▪ Court awarded ‘reasonable buy out fee’ which could have been demanded for release of plaintiff’s 

rights. The cost of buying out the P’s right was a saved expense and therefore a gain to the D. 
 

2.1.2.2 COMMON LAW- TORT 

- General rule: at CL restitutionary remedies is not available for common law wrongs 

o There are some exceptions  

2.1.2.2.1 (1) Property torts 

- By reason of wrong done to P, D gains use of P’s property 

- Eg trespass to land or goods, conversion, detinue etc 

- D may also make profit from using D’s property  
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2.1.2.2.1.1 (a) Goods 

- (i) Reasonable fee award 

o Olwell v Nye & Nissen Co (1946)  

▪ P owned an exact egg washing machine, stored in a space adjacent to land that was leased by D. After 
WW2 the D used the machine, one day a week for 3 years 

▪ When P discovered brought COA in conversion- sough remedy to recover reas value of D’s use to 
machine 

▪ Usually remedy for conversion is compensatory remedy of damages 

• So P entitled to ‘waive the tort’ (elect restitutionary instead of usual compensatory remedy) 
▪ D’s use of P’s machine was invasion of P’s property right, D’s saving in labour cost was a benefit to the 

D which the D was liable to give back to P 

• No need for P to show any loss 
▪ P awarded the reasonable value of the defendant’s use of the machine 

 

o Strand Electric & Engineering Co Ltd v Brisford Entertainments Ltd [1952]  

▪ Strand hired out electrical switchboard to Brisford. 
▪ Brisford repossessed theatre and refused to return switchboard to strand 
▪ Detinue- wrongfully detaining goods 
▪ Plaintiff awarded full hiring charge for the whole period of the switchboards’ detention 
▪ Lord Denning- regarded this amount as based on restitutionary principles 

• The D had wrongly used switchboard for own purpose and award reversed this benefit  

• Irrelevant that P had not suffered any loss  
2.1.2.2.1.2  (b) LAND 

- (i) Reasonable fee award 

o Penarth Dock Engineering Co Ltd v Pounds [1963]  

▪ Penarth entered into contract with Pounds to sell pontoon  
▪ Within a reas amount of time pounds would move it from Penarth’s birth 
▪ Penarth claimed damages trespass to land 
▪ HOL- Penarth hadn’t suffered any loss- didn’t have to pay extra rent because of pounds failure to move 

Pontoon 
▪ P awarded damages measured by reference to defendant’s saved expense of paying for a berth 

somewhere else 

o *Hampton v BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd (No. 2)  

▪ Mr H was employed by BHP, BHP terminated employment contract, right to live in company provided 
town house came to end, refused to vacate 

▪ BHP sought damages for trespass to land 
▪ Edelman- asks what the measure of damages for trespass of land is 

• Could be rest or compensatory 
▪ compensatory damages:  if we award this we ask what price which would be demanded by a 

reasonable person in plaintiff’s position, focussed on P 
▪ restitutionary damages:  what price which would be paid by a reasonable person in defendant’s 

position, focusses of D and the D’s gain, objective assessment and it is an immediately assessment of 
value obtained by the D 

▪ Reas fee award calculated by ref by D’s saved expense of using the property  
▪ Cf cost of plaintiff sanctioning defendant’s use or interference with plaintiff’s property 

• Cost of permission to ask P to use property  

• Sanctioning takes into account particular circs of the D and the valuer to a reasonable le person 
in those circs of getting the P’s permission to use the particular property. See LJP 

o *LJP Investment Pty Ltd v Howard Chia Investments Pty Ltd (1990)  

▪ Without LJP’s permission, Chia entered into LJP’s land to erect scaffolding.  
▪ Trespass - invading airspace  
▪ Chia approached LJP and asked for permission – asked for $30 000. Chia went ahead without 

payment/permission  
▪ LJP sought remedy for trespass into air space  
▪ Court- if property has peculiar value to defendant, restitutionary damages reflect that value not market 

value 
▪ Chia’s evidence of value of airspace to Chia:  $15,000 
▪ LJP’s evidence of value of airspace to Chia:  $37,380 
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▪ Court 

• Situation made worse by Chia’s breach and Chia didn’t put any witnesses at the trial  

• Court decided to resolve Q of value against the party whose actions had made an accurate 
determination possible  

• Restitutionary damages of $37,380 

- (ii) Account of profits 

o Edwards v Lees Administrator (1936) (US) 

▪ D discovered cave under his land- Great Onyx, entrance to cave was on D’s land, D built hotel on his 
land and exploited the tourism. Portion of cave was underneath P’s land- trespass. P sought injunction, 
damages and AOP 

▪ Court- remedy awarded to P is calculated by ref to reasonable rental price ie cost of use  

• reasonable rental value a convenient yardstick for measuring proportion of profit derived by 
trespasser from use of land 

▪ but here court decided- measure of recovery the net profits received by defendant from use of 
plaintiff’s land 

• Why? Based on principle- a wrongdoer shall not be permitted to profit from a wrong 
▪ plaintiff awarded one-third of net profits from exhibition of cave 

• 12/36 of the attractions were on P’s land including the leading attraction 

• No award from hotel as it was unrelated  
o Australia? 

▪ No equivalent authority  
▪ Separate bodies of law and equity and we don’t get equity AOP for CL causes of action of tort of 

trespass to land  

2.1.2.2.2 (2) Deceit (fraudulent misrep) 

- AOP n/a 

- Halifax Building Society v Thomas [1996]  

o HBS induced by deceit into lending T $ in exchange for mortgage over T’s property 
o When fraud discovered the P elected to affirm mortgage, enforce mortgage (exercised power of sale) and 

recovered sufficient proceeds to discharge loan. No loss suffered. There was surplus left over. Can the building 
society get this profit as an AOP for deceit. Mr T made this profit from his fraud 

o Court- refused AOP, once HBS affirmed the mortgage and exercise power of sale sufficient to discharge debt 
owed to it by Mr T, it was the end of matter, law wouldn’t go further to aid HBS.  

- Australia? Same position in AU 

- How about reasonable fee award? Left open, undecided  

2.1.2.2.3 (3) Inducing breach of contract 

- Hospitality Group Pty Ltd v Australian Rugby Union Ltd (2001)  

o Third parties purchased tickets from ARU, terms of sale said 3rd party cannot on sell for premium w/o ARU’s 
permission. 

o 3P Sold to HCPL as a premium in packages  
o Breach of contract between 3rd parties and ARU 
o ARU alleged HGPL induced the breach of contract, ARU sought AOP 
o Hill, Finkelstein JJ:   

▪ AOP not available for tort of inducing breach of contract- left open whether reas fee award available 
▪ plaintiff cannot claim a windfall to prevent a wrongdoer profiting from his wrong 

o Emmett J: 
▪ AOP available for tort of inducing breach of contract 
▪ cf inducing breach of contract between employer and employee:  interference with employer’s right to 

services of employee analogous to interference with property right, for which gain-based award 
available, so where a 3rd party interferes with employer’s right by induces employee to breach contract 
with employer and 3rd party receive benefit and uses services of employee, employer is entitled to the 
value of those services (gain based award made in these series of cases) 

▪ He argued that HGPL induced 3rd party to breach ARU to enable 3rd party to access the stadium 
(analogised to property rights)  

▪ Right to procure access to a stadium also analogous to property right 

• Plaintiff entitled to injunction; AOP 
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2.1.2.3 COMMON LAW:  BREACH OF CONTRACT 

- (1) Reasonable fee award 

o Australia – no RFA  

o Wrotham Park Estate Co Ltd v Parkside Homes Ltd [1974]  

▪ Parkside was property developer, built 14 houses on land which it owned, but covenant in fav of 
Wrotham’s land next door, breach of covenant is breach of contract 

▪ W notified of Parkside of covenant  
▪ Parkside completed construction  
▪ W sought injunction – for Parkside to demolish 
▪ Court- did not order injunction, social policy reasons. 
▪ So could W get $$$ damages instead? 
▪ Note W had not suffered loss- W land didn’t lose value  
▪ Defendant could have sought relaxation of covenant from plaintiff- on the facts W would not have 

relaxed it  

• cf on facts would never have been granted 

• but court assumed plaintiff would have granted relaxation for a price 
▪ How much might plaintiff have reasonably demanded for relaxation of covenant? So price of 

permission to breach covenant  

• anticipated profit? 

• 5% of anticipated profit 
▪ Courts decision was based on fiction- W would never have relaxed the covenant  
▪ People have questioned whether this was a compensatory damages remedy  
▪ Not followed in Australia 

 

o Morris-Garner Ltd v One Step (Support) Ltd [2018]  

▪ Obiter- took view that remedy awarded in Wrotham Park not restitutionary but something 

else 

- (2) Account of profits 

o Not available  

o AG v Blake [2001]  

▪ Blake double spy, convicted of treason, imprisoned in UK, escaped to Russia and published auto-bio in 
UK detailing UK secret service, publishing would breach employment contract with UK gov 

▪ UK gov suffered no loss 
▪ Q for HOL- is a rest remedy AOP available for breach of contract? 
▪ Lord Nicholls started with Wrotham Park, damages for BOC can be measured by gain to the D, D has to 

make a reas payment for benefit gain by D (some doubt shadowed on his Lordships analysis) 
▪ Some analogous cases- make orders to the same effect to an AOP for breach of contract- those cases 

there may some circ that may be just to respond to BOC by not permitting wrongdoer to retain profits 
from that breach  

▪ Also said no reason in principle to rule out AOP for BOC  
▪ policy perspective:  availability need not disturb settled expectations in commercial or consumer world 
▪ Lord Nicholls this would be an exceptional remedy 

• Only where specific relief and damages inadequate 
▪ He said no fixed rule/ guidelines - look to relevant circs: 

• subject matter of contract 

• purpose of contractual provision breached 

• circumstances in which breach occurred 

• consequences of breach 

• circumstances in which relief sought 
▪ Key- whether plaintiff had a legitimate interest in preventing defendant’s profit-making activity, and 

therefore, of depriving him of his profit 
▪ Lord Nicholls said this case was exceptional- express agreement in contract not to disclose the info 

formed essential basis of agreement. UK gov had legit interest in him not disclosing. Blake should not 
have any financial incentive from breaching the contract. Could be a breach of FD? 

▪ Not followed in Australia 

 

o *Hospitality Group Pty Ltd v Australian Rugby Union Ltd (2001) 

▪ AOP not available  
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▪ ARU also sought AOP for 3rd party’s BOC 
▪ Court said Blake was exceptional- doesn’t apply in AU. For BOC- P entitled only to compensation 

damages to put P back in position in had contract been performed (Robinson & Harman principle)  
▪ P entitled only to compensation for breach of contract 
▪ If rest damages are awarded it would be inconsistent with High Court authority to confer windfall on 

plaintiff under guise of damages for breach of contract 

 

2.1.2.4 STATUTE 

2.1.2.4.1 i) Intellectual property statutes 

- These statutes allow for AOP- est remedy for breach of IP 
o Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), s 115(2) 
o Designs Act 1906 (Cth), s 32B(1) 
o Patents Act 1990 (Cth), s122(1) 
o Trade Marks Act 1995 (Cth), s 126 

2.1.2.4.2 ii) Australian Consumer Law 

- ACL, ss 236 (provided remedy of damages), 237, 238, 239 
- These remedies are stated to be Compensatory 
- Is AOP avail for contravention ACL? Open question and we got to this because wording of s237  
- Cf s 237(b): 

o “[any order] must be an order that the court considers will: 
o (a) compensate the injured person, or any such injured persons, in whole or in part for the loss or damages; or 
o (b) prevent or reduce the loss or damage” 
o Argument- where P has suffered loss, AOP may have effect of preventing or reduce the lost of the P, so this 

broad interpretation there may be a window  

 

 STRUCTURE FOR QUESTION: 

1. Identify the wrong: 

o Fid duty breach – AOP 

o Breach of duty of confidence – AOP  

o Trespass to land – reasonable fee award (RFA) 

o Torts against goods – RFA 

o Breach of Contract - Nothing (Hospital Products) 

2. Then identify the requisite remedy (recoverability/ availability/ applicability) 

o AOP is avail for breach of FD (Warman) 

o Reasonable Fee Award 

3. Identify what was acquired through the wrong: 

o Measurement  

o Allowances 

4. Bars to relief (n/a for RFA) 

5. Election 

6. Conclusion  

 

 ACCOUNT OF PROFITS  

2.1.4.1 STEP 1: IDENTIFY THE WRONG 

- X breached his fiduciary obligations to Y 

2.1.4.2 STEP 2: IDENTIFY THE REMEDY 

- An AOP is available for the breach of FD (Warman) 
- An AOP is an equitable remedy, at court’s discretion  
- Availability 

o Equity: 
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▪ AOP is an equitable remedy and is awarded primarily in cases of equitable wrongdoing: 

• Breach of FD (Warman)  

• Breach of confidence (AG v Guardian Newspapers) 

• Diversion of business opportunity  
▪ AOP unavailable if (Chan v Zacharia)  

5 APOLOGIES & CORRECTIONS 

5.1 CORRECTIONS 
- Only relevant where someone has published something that is wrong: it is intended to ‘set the record 

straight’. Whilst its main civil law application is defamation, it’s more likely to come up as a public-interest 
matter (such as in false advertising). 

- What does it do? 

o Vindicate the plaintiff’s rights (reputation, privacy, freedom from discrimination…)  

o Redress injury to reputation, feelings, dignity, restore esteem and social standing thus reducing the 

quantum of damages needed to vindicate the right 

o Promote the public interest by: 

▪ ‘Informing those influenced by the contravening conduct of the wrongdoing involved; helping 

to negate the dissemination of racial prejudice’ (Eatock v Bolt)  

▪ Consumer protection eg, by upholding the right to privacy, educating the public about the 
right and potentially deterring others from breaching the right to privacy (ALRC Serious 
Invasion Final Report) 

- Not to punish  

5.2 CORRECTIONS AND APOLOGIES: WHEN MORE THAN A CORRECTION IS REQUIRED 
- Just correcting facts can be insulting- needs apology  

- D publishes a story that incorrectly refers to P as a sex offender - 

o ‘We confirm that Baby P’s father is not a sex offender and he has not been convicted of any sex 

offence, or indeed any offences’. Judge said this is not enough.  

o Effective offer of amends requires the correction, AND an apology- ‘We apologise to Baby P’s father 

for making this error and for the very considerable distress and embarrassment our article caused 

him offences’. 

- KC v MGN Limited [2012] EWHC 483 (QB) (Bean J) - defamation 

- In our jurisdiction we are only required to make correction not apology 

5.3 WHY NOT MAKE A CORRECTION/APOLOGISE? 
- Don’t think about it 

- Afraid it will be evidence of an admission of liability 

- Not admitting wrongdoing so inappropriate 

- Avoid appearance of weakness, loss of ‘face’ 

- Consider it too late 

- Fear it won’t be accepted 

5.4 APOLOGIES 
- An apology is an expression of regret or remorse for actions 
- Partial- expression of regret  

o I am sorry that you were hurt when my car hit you.  

o I regret that my car hit you. 


